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Congrats with your LazyJack®
You may waste time, but not money.
LazyJack® filling requirements.

Cleaning your LazyJack®

In case you’ve ordered LazyJack® unfilled.
Or in case you want to re-fill it.

Lazy Jack is designed for those great inactive moments. And cleaning is
definitely not one of them. That’s why LazyJack® is easy to clean.

What do I need?
You need EPS (Expanded Polystyrene) beads to start with. You’ll find
these NASA like sounding beads practically anywhere. Most department
stores, furniture and craft shops sell them. You can also try manufacturers
of Expanded Polystyrene.

How do I clean it?
Take some mild soap, water and a soft bristle. Brush and remove the dirt.
Rinse with fresh water and keep rinsing until all soap is removed.

How much of it do I need?
LazyJack® Small guzzles 200-230 liters of EPS*.
The Large version 330-370 liters.
And the X-Large 700-750 liters.

For mildew you can use water with a bit (3 to 5% will do) of household
bleach. Never use pure bleach!

Filling your LazyJack®
This is definitely a two person job. But if you follow these instructions it
will be an easy one.
Step 1 Unzip the outside Dacron bag and the inside bag (yep, the nylon
one).
Step 2 Put the nylon bag inside the Dacron bag and line up the top of it
with the top of the Dacron bag.
Step 3 While someone holds the bags open, you can slowly pour in the
beads (hang on, you’re almost there).
Step 4 Check if you didn’t over-fill LazyJack®. You want to be sitting in it.
Not on it.
Step 5 Now sink into LazyJack® and let your thoughts float.
*Depends on size of EPS pearls. Size: between 2 - 6 mm, the density
should be at least 13 kg/m3.

For oil or tar stains you can use some lighter fluid.

In case of extreme dirt you don’t have to clean it yourself. Just bring
LazyJack® to a proper sail & canvas specialist and have it dry-cleaned.

Long-term storage.

When you store LazyJack® for quite a while the best thing you can do is
remove the filled inner bag and allow both to air well. In the mean time
you can get busy and earn your next LazyJack® moment.

